Cosmic Sai Baba Transcripts for 2011

At the inspiration of the Cosmic Sai Baba, we make all the transmissions for 2011 available for
download, your reading and printing. The Cosmic Sai Baba has asked that readers be mindful
that the transmissions are given through a channel (the medium Valerie Barrow), and placed on
the Internet for your spiritual progress. Thus, we offer the full year 2011 transmissions as an Ebook for spiritual benefits; to print and to share around.
With Love from Cosmic Sai Baba

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 4 January 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
I am very pleased to be here and to know that I am welcomed. It gives me pleasure to be among
you and to speak to you at this time.
This is a time in the Cosmos that is coming to the Earth that is very strong energy - and it is very
appropriate to have a meeting with like minds and to offer healing, as you all have done, I thank
you for that.
There is much healing needed upon this Earth and all those, such as yourselves, as light workers
are very welcomed to be among what we call Light Workers to assist us in helping the little
Earthling - for there is still much struggle going on.
The consciousness upon this Earth is lifting and the struggle is from a much heavier energy that
wants to hold on. But it is in knowledge that holding on, is let go, if I can put it that way - a
raising of consciousness will take place in everybody upon this Earth.
You as Light workers understand this and know, that the new energy that is coming upon this
Earth - and with the alignment that is taking place with the sun, of your Solar sun and the
Galactic Sun and the Universal Sun and the Suns of other Universes - that will return to The
Creator of All, which in your terms, you call God.
The word God has been misused at times upon this Earth and this pains us. As Star People we
honour and revere the energy that is given to us so readily, to nourish us, to nourish our thoughts
- to help us create in the way that we want to progress and achieve if you like, just as it is the
same it is possible for you Earthlings to do.
This is why it is very important that you understand the power that is within you—and that you
can use—once you know how to use it wisely - for if you were to allow your mind to wander and
create negatively - you would be in a lot of problems very quickly. And so the power has not been
fully given to you at this time - it would be like giving a box of matches to a small child that didn't
know how to use it. He would burn - there would be too much energy for you to handle. I do not
wish to make you afraid because there is nothing for you to be afraid of.
Because you have a soul - that is within you that guides you, and cares for you and it is from this
place that the energy of creation enters. It is around you and in you - and so every action, thought
or word that you take is affected by that, if you allow it.
This is the difference - this is the difference from what I am saying about the heavier energy that
pulls away from God, and those that understand it - and work with it and walk with God.
For this is what you are doing when you follow your inner guidance, your inner intuition, your
feeling of love that comes from your heart that you know is of God.
I do not want to sound as if I am preaching - I am trying to present everything in a way that
would make it very simple to understand. You could make it a life that your live here on Earth
very complicated and yet it can be very easy - it is up to you.
The choice that you make is up to you.
You have, shall we say - a Soul Print - or a Blue Print that you have come with in your personality
into your physical body - it has grown since you were a tiny little foetus. It is not the soul that
grows - it is already there - it can evolve though, so please do not misunderstand me. That is why
you are here - to experience, to experience the journey in a physical body - and please remember
to thank your physical body - because it is a living being, it has a consciousness - one that can get
a little carried away at times. But you can help to quieten it.
Quieten it in the way that you do when you meditate, for that allows you to connect to your soul
consciousness - but then very quickly is able to assist the physical body.
And assist your emotions - which actually do not totally exist with the physical body because they

go with your soul when you leave your physical body. So your emotions are those that can get a
little out of hand - and it is this that you need to work on - to understand within the self, why you
react - or why you act in any way - whether it be a beautiful way or not such a beautiful way - you
will come to understand - and you do know already what feels good, is a natural feeling - it is the
feeling of the Creator and this is what you want to be.
So as I have said it can be very simple.
If your emotions upset you in any way - then sit quietly and they will calm - call upon the Creator
to assist you, and there will be a very quick change within you.
It may need a little discipline, but that will come - again, as I say it is easy if you wish to make
that choice.
The energy of God is in this room, it is what binds you all - it is what makes you happy, it makes
you feel joyous - it makes you want to reach out and love and care for and give - and these are
your choices, I know.
If everybody upon this Earth could come to that balance within them, there would be Peace, and
Harmony and Goodwill upon this Earth without exception - for all decisions would be made from
that point - for the good of all.
And on this note, I will take my leave - And I thank you again, My Children.
I, God Bless you."

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 1 February 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
We called upon Cosmic Sai Baba to make His presence among us. He said to me telepathically that there was another here who would like to speak to us.
Because the times are very difficult at this time, quite challenging - so He wants Archangel Mikael
to make His presence. He would like everyone to be aware that he is overseeing what is taking
place upon this Earth at this time. He is hoping that the recording will actually go onto the
website, along with the Transmission.
I usually stand up when Archangel Mikael visits, so please don't be startled when he begins,
because he usually comes through very loudly. It could shake you up a bit - so be aware.
The Archangel Mikael

"I am Mikael ... and I want ALL to know upon this Earth, that the Angels - my Legion, are overseeing
what is happening upon this Earth at this time. Be not afraid ... ... for the Universal Love is with you
... ... "
and upon you.
This is My Message ... ..."

(Valerie) ... ... There is another to speak ... ...

The Archangel Maria

"I am the Archangel Maria ... and I come to give blessings, I also come from the Angelic Realms ... ...
and I also want you to know that the Mother energy from God is coming onto this Earth, at this time
in particular - to nurse, to nourish, to care for ... ... all those who are suffering at this time... ... my
legion of angels will be with you always, and will take care of you ... ...
Be,
Be blessed and happy and know that you are cared for ... ...
Always ... ...
Always ... ...
Always."

Cosmic Sai Baba is saying that He doesn't feel it is necessary to say anything more ... and so ended
by saying
"I, God, Bless you."

NB
From Valerie is to say the energy coming into her body was so powerful it took
quite a while for her to stop shaking

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 1 March 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
I am Cosmic Sai Baba - and I am very pleased to be here among you.
This day, as many future days is leading to the Turning Point of which the Solar System is
aligning with the Galactic Sun and the core of suns and the Creator of All ... this I have spoken to
you about ... already.
As the time comes for the Turning Point it merely means that you will be in alignment with the
Light of God.
There is no need to fear, it is a place you know well. And so, an understanding will come to you
and you will realise it straight away. There will still be time for 'sorting out' if you like, after that
Turning Point.
Everything flows ... nothing stands still. Everything grows, just the same as it dies back ... then
grows again, from a seed ... ...
In some ways that is what you will be doing in every Life Force upon this Earth. And by Life Force,
I mean animals, reptiles, birds, humans ... earth beings ... it will be an awakening ... the time of
Light, Golden Light from the Sun that comes in spirit upon you all.
You feel the Sun even now, upon your skin, and the warmth of it. If you allow it to stay too long on
your skin, it can burn. And so you seek shade. But the Spirit of the Sun is always with you. You
could call it a magic of energy ... it is God.

It is an energy force that gives and holds Life-force upon the Earth.
Even when the Sun goes behind the cloud ... the force of Light and Life is always upon you.
Without it would be difficult to survive upon this Earth. It is possible, for there is a sun also,
within the centre of this Earth that gives off warmth, and you know that if you lie on the Earth
you can feel its warmth ... its nourishment ... its caring ... for the life of the Earth is real, it is your
mother.
It is what allows you to live here in an earth body, and a soul body—or a spirit body—would be
better to explain it.
Valerie has talked about the Soul body this morning, and I would like to say, that you as a spirit
body, in your earth body, is an aspect of your Soul, which exists in the World of Light.
Everything in Life is Light.
Every image of form is in Light, otherwise you would not be able to see it. However, you could feel
it, and so there is a form of life, if you like, even in the darkness. I would like you to think about
that. I would like you to think about the Light and the Dark. And see it, not as something to be
afraid of, or to be separate, but rather to see it in a unified form within you.
Within everybody. Within the Universe. And this is where the word Universe has come from ... It
is Unity of All.
And in a way it is like a verse if you like, it is a statement. It is experience.
There are many of you who have had many lives, not just upon the Earth, but in the Cosmos. All is
one of experience ... one of growing and understanding and knowing of differences and of course,
the choices that you make, which can assist you or go against you. These are the things you need
to come to understand.
A shadow can be cast upon you, not so much from the Sun but from the Inner Self, from your Soul
if you like, for it is bringing up a time that maybe you need to rethink about a life that exists in
your Soul. Because all of your Soul History is influencing you in the life that you have now in a
physical body.
It is not difficult, unless you think it is, all you have to do is when something that arises within you
that makes you feel unhappy - then all you need to do is to ask God, who is within you, to remove
it, and replace it with Love and understanding. And these things will happen to you - it is a time
for, shall we say, the slate to be cleaned.
It is an Edict that you move forward into the Golden Age without the suffering that is suppressing
the Light that is within you ... I hope you are understanding—it is not difficult—unless you think it
is.
The Sun is already within you, in your hearts.
... ... Feel it within; you see it glowing and
removing all the suppression of the Light from God that is within you and without you. There is
no separation, unless you allow it.
Thought is very important to help you with this transition – so look at your thoughts very clearly
and make sure that you cancel any thought that will go against you and replace it with a positive
thought. The Light will brighten within you—it will brighten in all those around you—for the Light
within you spreads out and touches others.
Everybody upon this Earth can do this - and so the World will be 'Enlightened' And indeed this is
what is happening as you move into the Golden Age.
Thank you My Children, thank you for listening,
I, God, bless you.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 5 April 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
It is I, Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here this day, and to know that I am
welcomed.
My physical body is not very well at this time, but I want to reassure you that I am not leaving the
physical body just yet. I intend to stay for quite some time
I have already told you how long I will be staying.
There are difficult times ahead ... and this has been prophesied and it also has been told by me
that difficult times are ahead. I have even suggested that you hold onto your hats, but what I
mean is ... there is much movement upon the Earth ... and it is changing ... it is adjusting ... ... and
as I have said before, it is adjusting to an alignment of the core of suns that exist within your solar
system and the galaxy and the Universe ... and many other universes that lead back to the Source
of All Creation.
This is quite a wonderful thing that is taking place ... but sometimes for something wonderful to
happen the ride will be a little rough. But it will not be for too long and so I would ask all of you to
hold love in your hearts and compassion and understanding ... and do not fear ... for fear will only
make, shall we say ... the journey a little more difficult.
This may be hard to believe ... but what I am asking you to do is to trust ... It is not the end of the
world that you are thinking ... far from it ... it is the end of the old way ... it is the end of what
existed, or has existed ... and is now moving forward into a place of beauty, of calm ... of what we
call the 'Golden Age' where people will care for one another, look after one another ... and—
particularly—respect one another ... and respect the differences in their way of thinking.
Their way of thinking will no longer be to raise a sword or a gun to sort out a problem ... rather
they will sit, and discuss issues and arrive at consensus ... or they will agree to disagree, but there
will still be harmony.
And this will be because the consciousness of the Earth ... and everything upon it will have raised
to a point where discontent does not exist.
So I am asking you to just continue to focus upon Love and Compassion, for all that you see and
witness and hear ... that is going on, on the Earth at the moment, send Love ... send Divine Love ...
send Universal love ... send the Love of God which you have in you, to those that you can see in
front of you that are troubled.
My message is rather short this day. ... ... I have come to reassure you that the physical body of Sai
Baba is not leaving, not leaving at all ... just a little adjustment in the body ... the same that is
happening on Earth and all the people upon it.
I hope you will understand ... ... and I hope you will spread this message.
I, Cosmic Sai Baba, love you all very dearly, and I oversee what is happening upon
this Earth ... and I will not desert you in your time of need ... ... so I will bless you
and thank you.
I God, Bless you.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 25 April 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
After singing 3 OM's Valerie called upon Sai Baba with great love and respect to
speak to us.
It is I Cosmic Sai Baba and I am glad that you are opening up to me My Dear ...
... I know that you are suffering from shock and in some ways you are hoping that I will rise again
from my physical body ... ...
Time is needed so that you will understand exactly what my mission and my message is, in the
event that has happened ... in that I have left my physical body but that I am still around ... ... very
much around in my ethereal body.
It has a physicality in it ... ... It is, shall we say, as you all are when you move from your physical
body into the next world ... before you move onto the World of Light.
And this is where my body is, so you are all safe; I am always here, I am in my physicality of what
you call the 4th dimension ... and from the Cosmic Divine - We look upon that as the same ... in
our eyes there is no difference.
Be at peace, my child, be at peace ... more will evolve ... I have not arised ... Believe me I have not
left.
I would like you to post this Message on your website.
Be reassured that I love you all; all dearly, and that I will never leave you in your time of need.
Thank you my beloved children. Thank you.
I God, Bless you.

NB
"A message was received from Cosmic Sai Baba his Immortal self to read his
message dated April 5th, 2011, again."

Golden light coming from the face and hands of Sai Baba - see the picture of Sai Baba behind
the proceedings. Examine the chair closely; the chair is protruding from the picture itself.
Taken during the last rites in Sai Kulwant Hall, Prashanti Nilayam, 27 April 2011 ... It appears
Cosmic Sai Baba is oversighting the obsequies

Another image has come to light; taken from a phone camera on the day of final obsequies for
Sathya Sai Baba's body. Here, you can see the Cosmic Sai Baba walking away from the casket. We
are unable to trace the photographer, and understand this image is copyright free. Here, we
present for you, the Cosmic Sai Baba

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 1 May 2011
in Cammeray, Sydney, Australia
Valerie, addressing the meeting of many people:
"I never know what is going to be said, and I don't really remember all that much
until I transcribe it later. So I ask you all to join me in calling upon Cosmic Sai
Baba to make His presence amongst us and we truly welcome His presence here."
It is I Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here this evening among you.
I know many are shocked at my leaving, but as Valerie has already said, I have not left - I am just
merely in a physical body that you cannot readily see with the physical eyes ... the earth eyes.
Because you are all spirit ... or Light Beings if you like, made up of atoms in fact ... you also have
exactly the same body as you have in an earth body ... it is just a photo copy, if I can put it that
way.
So the eyes of your spirit see ... the ears of you spirit hear ... the taste and the smell exist in your
spirit as well ... your touch that is your feeling exists in your spirit as well ... ... Some may call
these psychic abilities but it is actually who you really are.
You are soul spirit in an Earth body ... which is a shell. It is the shell that I have left behind ... ... I
have much work to do upon this Earth and its alignment with the core of suns within the galaxy
and the Universe ... because there is always movement within your galaxy ... with the Earth itself
there is movement at all times.
This is my work ... to help steady the Earth as it comes into alignment with the galactic sun ... as
well as your own sun ... and the core of suns ... that go back to the core of all Creation. This is what
is happening ... This is what is being spoken about in shall we say, is the turning point that will
come towards the end of 2012 and into 2013.
With prayers and love from all of you will assist me to allow the frequency to stabilise and to be
calm ... so it is possible for the turning point to align with the suns ... to settle very quietly and
quickly ... like a blink of an eye ... that is up to you ... all the living people ... all the conscious
people upon this Earth to actually hold the frequency of love and peace ... and that has a
measurement in weight and frequency, and this I can use to help bring the core of suns into
alignment to the Source of All ... ... All Creation.
All of you are connected to the Source of All Creation. You have it in you ... it is Light ... everything
that has life upon this Earth is connected to that Source.
So you are All God Beings ... I hope you can accept and understand that.
I have said it many times in my Earth body, but I want to really drive it home as I speak from the
Ether. For that is the next world, that is connected to the frequency you are connected to here on
Earth.
I have not come to lecture ... ... so I hope I am not sounding like this. I have come to ask for
everybody's assistance to work with me ... to continue to send prayers and love and peace to me in
the Ether ... where I need this energy to help bring and move this Earth into the new age ... which
has been prophesied as The Golden Age.
There has been much talk about it ... some are in fear because they fear it is the end of the world
... but I can assure you it is not ... rather it is the beginning ... a beginning of a new frequency with
an uplifted consciousness which connects to your soul, and which war, or thoughts of war ... does
not exist ... anger does not exist ... peace and wisdom exist ... and the strength of the mind that all
will inherit at that time ... will know how foolish it is to not accept each other ... love one another
and respect one another ... respect each other's opinions ... or difference of thoughts and arrive at

consensus ... or even to agree to disagree.
This is the only way, My Children, that you will be able to survive on this earth with peace and
harmony. Again, I do not wish to preach ... and I think I have said enough for the evening ... but
be aware that I am here ... I have not gone anywhere ... I will not desert you in your time of need ...
which is the change and the new birth that is taking place.
I send you love, for I love you all My Children ... very deeply ... I care for you ... and I would like you
to recognise that in every other person that you see in front of you ... so that you my share that
same energy ...
Be at Peace My Children,
I, God, Bless you.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 24 May 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
It is I, Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here this day and to know that I am
welcomed.
I have been very busy, as you can imagine, many things have needed attending to and I am doing
my utmost to reassure people that I have not left them. That I am very much here and working
around everybody and on this Earth - to see it through its transition that will come in some time.
My message today is to ask for everybody to find God, to find me, in their hearts. For I come with
the same energy ... it is an energy of Love. It is the Universal Creation. It exists like a glue in
everything. It holds everything together ... it connects everything together ... for this reason if
everybody could find this energy within their heart and their mind there will be not separation.
None at all ... and all would be able to be in tune with one another ... for it is possible to
understand each another without speaking a language. For you are all Earth Beings ... you have all
been created from the same Source and the influence of that ... influences everybody upon this
Earth.
It is true ... you have a soul consciousness that exists and each one is individual ... but it is held
together, as I say, like a glue ... that is God. That is God within you ... and God outside ... in
everything ... there is really no separation ... it is only what your mind allows you to separate.
So if you concentrate on that point of Light that comes through the top of your head and down
through the spine and connects around the heart is where the God is ... in you ... it is Love ... and
it affects all your emotions ... anything that needs to be dealt with that is, shall we say, pulling
away from God within you ... you need to look at that emotion ... and ask for guidance from within
your heart ... to show you what it is you need to look into your reaction to cause an emotion that is
not of Love ... and send it away. Give it back to God and all will be cleared, I can assure you.
Make no judgement about that ... God and the Source of God is not a Judge. Each one of you are
your own individual judge, if you like. By that I mean one that looks at yourself and helps to
release anything that is no longer needed within you ... so that you can be free and be Light and be
One of God.
I am mentioning the word God many times this day for many people have different ideas of what
God is about ... ... as I have already said, each individual soul consciousness that is in each body
upon this Earth has its own idea of what God is. So if I can say the energy that it represents—it is
one of Creation. And the energy from Creation is from the Source is one of Love. The energy of
Love in different form—but it cares for ... it looks after ... it embraces all religions ... for the
different religions that are upon this Earth have come from the Source of All Creation. It is only
man that has changed what was meant in the beginning ...
And that is to honour the Self as a God Being and honour each and everyone of you as God also. If

you think of it this way ... it may help you to respect each other and honour each other and find
the positive aspects within each being so that you will be assisted in NOT making judgements of
another - or - yourself ... but you will find the Peace and the harmony that exists within you. It is
just a matter of coming to that point that is within you, that is all loving ... all giving ... all caring;
and ... one of happiness ... for God only wants you to be happy.
I would like you to remember that ... remember what true happiness is ... ask the voice within—
that is in your heart—just ask what is true happiness and how it feels ... and call upon God to
embrace you with that energy.
It will go out like a lamp that sheds its Light and touch all that you come in touch with ... or
communicate with ... this is how the human upon this Earth will find peace and harmony with
each other.
I do not want to sound like I am preaching. I have come really this day to say I love you all dearly
... every living being upon this Earth ... and that includes the living beings other than the human
... I love Mother Earth herself and I honour that.
Thank you my children, thank you, for allowing me to be here.
I, God Bless you.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 5 July 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
"It is I, Cosmic Sai Baba, and I am very pleased to be here this day. Thank you, thank
you, for inviting me.
For me to look at you I see Light - you are all beings of Light - and I want you to remember that
always. For as it has just been said, you are 'good people' you come from Divine energy; from the
Divine Source, from the Creator of all ... you are children of God ... it is just that some have lost
the way.
And become confused, or misled and I say misled for I want you to seriously think about your
power ... your own power ... And not to give it away. ... That is why it is important for you to
believe and understand about the voice within.
If you follow the guidance from within yourself ... you will not stray ... because it is coming from
the Light that you are and I want you to know and understand this ... I want you to think about
this; it is important that you follow and be guided from your own inner self. This is important.
For this is the journey that you are meant to take.

... Some, as I say, lose the way.

However, everything has a reason and a purpose and there are also choices that you can make
that sometimes help you to bring you back onto the track of your journey that you are meant to
take. So it is never to late for change ... never ... not even if you are an old person ... it is never too
late at all.
There is quite a lot of noise here today ... and this is my friend the wind ... and the wind blows ... it
blows all over the Earth. ... It brings with it ... a change. And that is what is happening upon the
Earth ... the Earth is changing ... the people upon it are changing ...
It is also important to think about change ... within yourself ... and allow it. ... Follow that inner
guidance ... and allow that change to take place. You will have a feeling and a knowing of what it
is that you are meant to, shall we say, just shelve ... or leave or let go. ... Or whatever way you want
to phrase it ... it is something that is meant to be behind.
It is tough ... it is time to cut that free of yourself so that you can move forward with new strength
and power into the new world that is coming upon this Earth ... and it is coming.
The changes are very strong at this time. ... They will lessen, once you go through the turning

point that is happening on the Earth when it aligns with the core of suns ... to the Creator of All. I
have spoken about this before, but I would like you to understand that it is extreme change taking
now and it will be easier if you allow that change to take place within you - without being fearful but recognising that it is change and there is a need for you to accept that.
Otherwise, it will be a pulling against you ... against the God self ... and the self that wants to
follow its own track. So be guided on what feels right and follow God.
The information coming to people upon this Earth is easier because the frequency upon this Earth
is raising ... or rising ... is perhaps what I should say ... and for this reason there are many people
that are becoming more open to certain things that have not been spoken about before. Such as,
that you are truly a spiritual being and that you live on after you leave the physical body. This is
important for everybody to accept and know. Because it is a reality.
There is never any reason to fear ... there has been much inspiration - shall we say - from
teachings from other customs and cultures that may cause your fear. ... Recognise that ... and
discard it. For it is no longer needed ... it is not part of you anymore.
So I hope I can bring some hope and reassurance to you all ... that I am here ... I am just in the
next world, but very much in this world also, although you cannot see me, I am here.
For today I have come with a promise that I will give blessings to letters that have been sent to me
... and I know they have been, for they sit here now in this basket in front of me ... and so I offer or
accept these beings that have sent me their troubles ... and so I would like to take the basket ...
and I would like to take the letters ... for there are quite a few ... for each one holds a little story
from each person ... and I am aware of each story that is in this basket ... and I want to assure
anybody that has sent any message to me that I have held them in my hand and I send now a
blessing to all.
And I would ask all those in this room to also send a blessing of love and healing to these people.
I leave now and I thank you for spending a few minutes with a blessing going forward to these
people and I thank you, My Children, I thank you from the bottom of my heart ... my spiritual
heart ...
I, God Bless you.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 2 August 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
"It is Cosmic Sai Baba and I am pleased to be here. It is a small group today and that
is no coincidence for I wish to speak to you personally. But for the moment we will
speak in general for the people who read the website.
It gives me great pleasure to be able to get the messages out in which I speak. We thank all the
translators, the webmaster and Valerie for all this and all those who attend in helping to bring the
energy in which allows me to, I could say perform, but it is not exactly a theatre, it is one of a
message to the people of Earth.
Much is happening these days in the weather, in society, in the people themselves - many are
changing - many are feeling the change - many are wondering what to do and I would encourage
everybody to connect to the little voice within.
You can do this through meditation ... you can do this actually all the time - for it is your
consciousness - your God consciousness that works through you and it has an energy with it
which quite clearly gives a message to you when you feel and know that you are saying or acting in
a way that is appropriate from a God-person that you are ... or, that perhaps that you are not.
That feeling will be one of destruction - destruction to yourself and to those around you. You will
not win any popularity from behaving in that way...

So why not change your ways - change your thinking - Think positively all this time and make
decisions that if you sit quietly and that if you have an agenda to think about - think about taking
a decision in one direction and how that feels for you ... then come back in meditation, in your
mind and think about taking a decision in another direction and see how that feels for you. It will
make it easier for you to decide which direction - which decision that you make - makes you
feel happy, or feel right about that decision.
I am asking you to focus on your heart, when you do this because it is not a decision that is made
in your head - in some ways you may feel you have to make a decision that doesn't make sense, or
that it doesn't fit with what you are asking - but be bold ... ... and make the decision in the one
that feels right in your heart.
It is from that journey that you can follow and it connects to your soul consciousness which we
have spoken about before. It holds a blueprint on the journey that you wish to make in your Earth
body, on this Earth at this time.
So with that journey, it is planned to a degree and when you sit and feel you need to make a
decision about something - and it feels right - I can assure you it will be coming from inspiration
from your soul - from your soul-blueprint! And the journey that you want to make and need to
make upon this Earth.
It doesn't always make sense - but if you take that step - you will find things will fall into place,
unexpectedly and you will feel joyful about it. Because you know then you have the answers within
you - inside of you. You do not have to seek any suggestions from anywhere else - However
sometimes spirit does prompt other people to say something - so be aware and listen - and if it
doesn't feel right then just quietly put it aside.
You will know - you will begin to know and understand when spirit is working with you and
through you - you will feel happy and joyful - even though those particular issues that you may be
working upon maybe difficult - you will still feel that inner happiness and contentment within
you, because you are not fighting within yourself - with another self that is there also.
So be aware of that.
This day I am just discussing about the, shall we say, the physical self, the body self, the earthbody self that has a brain and sometimes the brain can get a little carried away and chatter,
chatter, chatter, chatter - you need to stop that chatter and go into your heart and listen.
Quell any feeling or emotion that is rising in you - calm yourself and just listen to that small voice
within and the answers will come for you.
You need to call upon the God within and the God that exists from the Creator of All. So that
there is no separation. And this is what I am saying about the Joy and the knowing and the
understanding and realisation that exists. It is within you. It does not judge. It gives only the
energy of Love and Compassion. Always.
And so with this my children, I am taking my leave and I do hope you will practice what I have
asked you to do. It will help you. It will help all around you. It will also branch off and help your
loved ones, because the change that comes within you ... changes other people around you.
Everything is energy - remember that. Even a thought is energy.
So thank you, thank you for allowing me to come and speak this day.
I God Bless you ... but before I do go I have mail ... that I have received, I believe, in the last month
and I wish to take this - if you will just give me one moment ... ... ... ... and there are many letters
that are here ... many letters indeed ... ... and I hold them with great Love in my heart ... for each
person that has contacted me ... ... I wish to reassure them that I have not gone anywhere ... that I
am always with them ... they may feel fear that I am not around ... and unfortunately that energy
of fear will close the door that allows me into their hearts, so please do not fear ... I am with you,
and I bless all the letters that have been sent - please believe me. The outcomes are not always
what people would like or expect but they are the outcomes that come from their soul blueprint
and what is right for them in this life at this point.

So thank you My Children and
I God, bless you all.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 6 September 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
"It is I, Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here, indeed.
Much has been happening around the Earth and it is bringing changes. ... I have talked about this
before ... quite a lot actually ... and you can feel it yourself. ... You can feel the change taking place
within yourselves ... and this is meant to happen; so do not worry.
Just flow with it ... if you feel that you are not coping very well then ask The Creator of All to
assist you to release whatever it is that you are concerned about yourself and around you as well.
It is an opportunity for you to assist your fellow Earth men and women to change ... for everyone
is here on Earth to help one another. This is your spiritual commitment. This is who you really
are. Your are not all Earth people. ... You are in an Earth body and there is a difference. So if you
think of yourself as spiritual people, spirit-people if you like, then that is who you are.
There is a flow of energy that is coming onto this Earth ... it is changing Mother Earth ... and I
have spoken about this before but I want to entrench into your minds ... that all changes of the
weather and the earthquakes ... ... everything that is happening onto this Earth is bringing
changes within her, within your Earth, and your Earth's atmosphere. For it is that as a whole,
shall we say, energy that is connected to the Sun.
The Sun is your solar system and all the other planets that are aligned with that Sun. That solar
system is also aligned with the Galactic Sun in your Galaxy and there are many other solar
systems that are aligned with that Sun also.
The Galactic Sun is as large as your Solar System so it is a little hard to envisage, perhaps, what is
taking place with this alignment that is going on ... but it is very real.
There are changes taking place in many worlds. Many worlds that you can't see ... but they are
there. I have often said that the 3rd and 4th dimension to us—it is the same—but for you, as
earthlings with your physical Earth eyes, cannot always readily see the 4th dimension, which is the
next world to you. But it exists ... those that are clairvoyant get glimpses of what is happening and
what goes on in the 4th dimension ... and I do not want to keep repeating myself ... but there is a
need for all to really accept this and to understand this ... so that they will draw a peaceful feeling
within themselves to know that the change is leading to a peaceful world. And if they just hold on
... and hold onto the Love of God and The Creator of All ... things will pass. Everything will move
onto a place of Peace and Calm.
So I hope I can reassure you all and all who read this Transmission that I have come to tell you
there is nothing to worry about ... it is not the end of the world ... it is change and the change is
for a better place ... complete better place ... to what it is now.
I am not staying long today ... and I thank you for listening to me ... and I God, bless
you my children.
Thank you."

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 4 October 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
"I am here, and I am very pleased to be here among you.
There is still much happening in the weather around this Earth and it will be for some time before
things, shall we say, start to calm.
And so as I have said before, 'Just hang on to your hats and you will be alright.'
It is just a time that the movement of the Earth and the planetary systems is going through ... and
after that ... things will align and start to be calm.
As I have said before it is bringing changes upon this Earth and there is much need for that ... in
many areas of the Earth ... and the peoples upon it. I do not wish to speak of that today ... I wish
to speak about energy ... for everything is energy. Everything.
Even thoughts are energy and it is important that you monitor your thoughts ... and think of the
energy that is going out from you as a Light Being and what the message is that that thought
takes with it.
I know you have been talking about this subject this morning! And that is no coincidence because
I have been prompting you to think about it.
I have been present for quite some time ... and I would like you to know and understand that. I
was in a bit of hurry in the last meeting, but that was for a reason and it was to calm energies. To
calm energies within the Earth ... that were being shaken and were actually ready to erupt ... but
my team and myself were able to calm that ... and so it was not as bad as it could have been. This
is the work I do now, in the next world. I did it when I was in this world, in the Earth world, but it
is easier for me to do this work now that I am operating in the 4th dimension.
I have said before, from the World of Light, from where we are observing many things there is no
difference between the 3rd and the 4th dimension in our eyes. It is all within your Earth
parameters. And this is where I work ... for I have not left ... and I want to reassure you of that.
All you have to do is call upon my name and I will be there. If you write to me ... I am there. If you
think of me ... I am there. If you want my presence ... I am there ... ...
... I am there in your hearts. That is the source of Creation within you and it is linked directly
with me and with the Source of all Creation, the Mother-Father God.
It is in your heart, where you feel love—and that is where God is—not in your head ... remember
that.
So if you think thoughts in your head I would like to ask you to make sure they are linked with the
feeling of love in your heart ... for that is God. Everything that goes out from you, in movement,
and that is a thought ... it will be wrapped in the energy of Love.
It is that simple ... it is possible with thought to create many things ...and indeed you are creators
... you create things around you more than you realise ... so if you are aware of what you are
creating and the thoughts that go with it to make that creation ... then a little thinking before you
send out that thought ... is needed.
Monitor your thoughts ... that is all that you are asked to do. You need not feel any fear or worry;
the Angelic Presence that is always with you will assist you in this at all times.
Everything that happens to you in your life has a reason and a purpose ... divine energy is within
you ... and it is around you. If you are worried about others then merely send out a prayer of Love
and that will assist them. Universal love is the word.
Universal Love is Creation ... it is everywhere ... It is within you and it is in all others including the
Planet Earth herself. There is no separation at all ... unless you choose to make a separation.

I know that there have been many that have been writing to me ... and I wish to bless the emails
and letters that have been sent. I want it known that once they sit and write ... that I am there ...
but I am taking these letters this day in my hand and I am blessing them ... there are many letters
and much Love ... and I want to reassure everyone who writes that I return that Love to them
immediately. And that I have never, ever, left ... Be reassured of this.
Be reassured of this my children,
I, God, Bless you ... and thank you.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 1 November 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
"I am Cosmic Sai Baba and I am very pleased to be here this day. I have been in this
room for quite some time but it gives me pleasure now to be able to speak to you
through this lady's voice box ... because I am borrowing it to communicate to you.
I am spirit ... I live at the moment, in the next world. ... But I have told you these things and I
want you to really realise it and accept it. For the existence of, shall we say an 'afterlife' is not
readily accepted by everybody. But it is very real.
Your life in this body is very short considering the type of lives that you can live in other worlds, in
other bodies ...
I can talk about 'Soul' and souls are like a computer chip, if you like. They move into the body that
the Soul has chosen to incarnate into. This can be a body as you know as an Earthling. Or it can
be a body in other worlds altogether ... in the Cosmic Worlds ... for you are brothers and sisters
of that same world.
You on the planet of Earth are not alone. You share a Universe with many other planets ... and
scientists are beginning to see that and realise this. There is life that exists ... on other planets.
They would not be readily be seen with the physical eye of the earthling, because they actually
operate in a different world ... a different dimension ... a different vibration. But they exist and
they are very real.
That is why it is possible for people to go into their Soul Consciousness and remember, or even
know that they have come from a different body from another planet. This may all sound a bit
strange ... a bit like science fiction if you like ... but it is real ... the only thing is that science
cannot readily see it because they are looking through their Earth equipment. Or their Earth eyes.
Already they know of many more planets in the galaxy and that is because they have advanced
equipment ... they have used the ability of traveling outside of their own atmosphere and picking
up by cameras to bring back the images to the Earth. You would not be able to see it readily ... ...
with your physical eye, nor with a telescope. But it exists and you are all finding that out at this
time.
I can assure you there is much more to come and it will be very soon. Very soon there is a
movement of change upon your Earth which is a vibration ... a dimension ... which is raising in
vibration and will start to connect to the, shall we say, the nation that I speak about. And so you
will readily see many, many things that you have not been aware of up until now.
But this will come ... so for the moment it will remain 'science fiction' but I can assure you it is
real. I think all the little Earthling has to do is to ask himself who he is? ... where he has come
from? ... and where is he going? ... Surely he does not think that he is the only thing in an Earth
body and that is all?
Surely he can see there is a reason and a purpose in everything that he does in his life, in an Earth
body? ... Surely he can see when a little baby is born, that it doesn't just happen? Rather there is a
very complicated process that takes place for a little baby to form in the mother's womb. And

scientifically you understand that to a degree ... but even then, there are things that are still to be
discovered.
It has been said that the Indigenous people understand and know that they are part of the Earth
... and everything upon it. They know they do not exist alone. That they are energy and that each
energy from other things upon the planet exists and they interact with one another - they do not
see things as separate but as one. This is something that some of the Earthlings need to come to
understand.
That the Earthling does not stand alone ... it is influenced by many energies that exist upon the
Earth and because of this ... knowledge and understanding needs to grow within their minds so
that they can perform and act with the understanding of who they really are.
And make decisions upon future ways of doing things if you like ... It must be complimentary to
the energy of the Earth. This is most ... most important. You cannot go on digging
things out of the Earth. It has to stop at some stage and this needs to be focused
upon now.
I am speaking with some strength today; because I would like you all to sit up and
take notice. Think ... and for those that have the power to bring change in thinking upon this
Earth and the decisions that are made that will damage the Earth and the people upon it ...
Because they are all part of the same thing. It is important that you truly think about this.
I do not want to go on as if I am preaching ... I have come to say the energy that exists from the
Creation of All upon this Earth comes from Love. It is divine, it is Universal Love ... It comes
from Light which is Universal Divine Light.
All from that becomes energy ... and thoughts ... and creation.
So I leave you today with these thoughts and I hope with Love and Compassion. For that is all
there really is. All that matters. I thank you My Children, I thank you for listening to me ... But
before I go I wish to take these letters—that many have sent—and ask for a Blessing.
Although I have said as soon as they sit down and think of me ... and write ... I am there ... So it
is with great love ... that I Bless all these letters and these loving thoughts that have been sent
and questions that have asked for help—it will be given—it is not always given the way that it is
asked for—because that is not always what is needed within the Soul's journey.
And I would like everybody to think of themselves as a Soul ... one that has had many lives in
many places, not just here on Earth. Please think about this ... So with Love, I Bless all the people
who have written and send My Love back to them.
God Bless you My Children, thank you ... thank you indeed for inviting me.

The Cosmic Sai Baba - Transcript of 6 December 2011
in Moss Vale, Australia
"I am here, and I am very pleased to be able to speak to you, and to know that I am
welcomed.
The days seem to be moving faster, much faster, than at any other time. It is a perception of time,
in actual fact ... ... If I can say, everything is energy. Even your cells have energy movement in
it ... as does the atom.
So there, shall we say, is space and energy in the atom, and there is space and water energy in the
cell. That is putting it a little simply - but I wanted to draw your attention to the fact of the space
that exists within you.
It is the space ... that exists within you ... that can allow you - if you were able to master your
mind - to be able to relocate or bilocate your whole body, if you wanted to. And there are Masters

upon this Earth that do just that.
And I myself have done it ... ... , when I was on this Earth in an earth-body. My message at the
time ... was just that: My Life was My Message. And anything I did or performed (and I say
"performed" because it was a little like theatre) I was able to manifest things because I was able
change - shall we say - the timing of the movement so that everything could be, mmmm, if I could
say, be manipulated so that it could be seen or not seen.
This is manifesting; manifestation. It is possible to take something from another place altogether
and produce it right here in this room!
And that is something that I did in my physical body. And of course there is no problem in my
light body, (for I am exactly the same in the next world) but then, I see the next world and this
world as the same.
It is only those that are clairvoyant, that are able see glimpses of the next world. But it exists. It is
more of a reality than your third dimensional world. And that is what you see around you all the
time. It is an energy moving, shall we say, a little heavier than what the next world is.
And this is the energy that you are uplifiting to, ascending to. And that is why there seems to be a
confusion or conflict with time. Does that make sense? It is not so much time–but movement.
If I can use an analogy ... ... of a clutch in a car when you are moving from one gear to another,
the movement needs to mesh and meld and that is exactly what is needed now between your third
and fourth dimensions.
I have said before the third and fourth dimensions - from the starpeoples' point of view - or lightbeing's point of view - is the same. It is what operates in your Earth atmosphere.
From our point of view, there is no difference.
Again, I will say the Ascension is taking place of every living thing, including the Planet Earth and
her solar system into ... an ascended state of being ... ... which is an energy vibration—a
frequency if you like—of a different nature than what operates in this heavier Earth world, Earth
energy ... ... (third dimension energy, I should be saying).
I would like you to think about this –and not worry – if you feel you are running out of time;
because it is the energy frequency that is correlating to the time, which—by the way—I will say, is
man-made. I would like you to think about that, also.
The spheres of the Earth, moon, along with many other planets that are in your solar system, and
the solar system moves along with many other solar systems within the galaxy. Each revolves
around a centrepoint which is the Sun which gives light to that solar system.
Your scientists are finding many, many more planetary solar systems in the galaxies and in the
Universe. For it is known ... that there are black holes, too, which seem to absorb many suns.
This is evolution.
It is almost as like it moves in and out of a framework ... that you could call time ... if you are
looking at it from "here to there". But then, if you are looking from the Mother-Father God
Creator-of-All, it is all happening at the same time. ... ... So it a little hard for the Earthling to
get their head around this way of thinking.
There is no beginning or end.
Everything just is. And this, my dear ones, is what you are also. It is just that your mind gets in
the way and tries to, shall we say, "split up" the various things that are happening to you. But in
actual fact it is all happening at the same time. It is all relative. It depends from where you are
thinking.
I think, perhaps, this is enough for the day; but I would like you to consider these ... ... these
things that I have spoken about. There is nothing to worry about at all ... you are moving into an
ascended state ... where there is knowledge and understanding that is free of the negative side of
what life you experience here, now, on Earth.

You will feel free in the ascended state - and this is what you are moving into. So be at Peace. Be
at Peace. The Creator of all is LOVE.
Thank you, my children, thank you for listening.

Postscript
Valerie:
I was prompted to take hold of all the letters that have been sent to Cosmic Sai Baba.
Cosmic Sai Baba has just said that he neglected to ... acknowledge the letters ... that he gives a
special blessing to them. He has not really ... forgotten all those that write to Him ... and in fact
as soon as they sit to write, He is there; that He has received ... their letters.

Cosmic Sai Baba:
It is only instances of what man has made in his mind as TIME, that separates (or
seems to separate) ... but it is possible connect telepathically and instantly to
anywhere you want to go ... or anyone you want to connect to.

Valerie:
And so as a postcript, he is saying he is blessing all these letters. He thanks everybody for
writing to him.

Cosmic Sai Baba:
And I, God, Bless You."
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